Definitions Cont....
Enfranchisement - Over the years individuals registered Indians
could be enfranchised which meant they were no longer considered
Indians under Canadian Law and were assimilated into the larger
Canadian body politic. In some cases they sold their status. In others
they lost it by participating in activities that some Canadians took for
granted like attending university and buying land. Sadly many registered
Indians who fought in wars for the Canadian Government lost their right
to vote if they returned to their reserves. If you were an Indian you could
not hire a lawyer or vote in Canadian elections. Being registered and
living on a reserve also meant that you ran the risk of having your
children removed and forced into residential schools. Status Indians
through the pass system could not leave their reserves without
permission of the Indian Agent until 1951. The government of Canada
extended the vote to "Indian persons" unconditionally in 1960. Some
Indigenous people thought reserves were similar to concentration camps
or prisons and refused to be relocated from their ancestral lands or
hunting grounds while others simply were not present when the Indian
agents started the process of relocation to reserves. Others saw/see the
reserve as the only land that is legally protected from Canadian
Settlement.

Settler - A term for anyone who may be a Canadian Citizen but is not
Indigenous to the land now occupied and governed by the Canadian
nation-state. A settler can be descended from many different ethnic
backgrounds or only one. We are aware that many settlers support
Indigenous peoples, nations, and rights.

Help Us

Help You

This booklet is prepared for Family Transition Place. Much of this material is referenced
from web-based sources. These are accessible by google using key words from the
definitions. Some common sites are Wikipedia, various Government of Canada Ministry
pages, the Canadian Encyclopedia, metisnation.ca, the Oxford Dictionary, Bob Joseph
Youtube, haudensaune.confederacy.com & ojibway.org. For a full list of sources for this
survey you can go to our website listed below. Much of this understanding is common
knowledge and yet not well known.

To complete the
DCCRC

Mino Bima Diziwin
survey on-line and to learn more about the
DCCRC’s programs and people who participate in
our community and cultural activities, programs
and services simply go to
www.dufferincountyculturalresourcecircle.org
dccrcboard@gmail.com

Fill out the inserted survey while you wait.
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We have received a grant to perform a needs assessment for
Dufferin, Waterloo and Wellington counties and are humbly
requesting you fill this survey out. This will help us to bring relevant
programs and services to Dufferin County and Area. We have
chosen an Ojibway concept called

Mino Bima Diziwin
to describe our intent with this research.
The idea literally means to

Live A Good Life.
This is just the beginning for the Dufferin County Cultural Centre
to understand the role we can and will play in the larger Orangeville
community when it comes to ensuring that there are appropriate
services available and accessible to First Nations, Inuit, & Metis
(FNMI) residents and families.
We also recognize that there are still a lot of educational resources
and cultural rejuvenation efforts required to help the entire counties
of Dufferin, Waterloo & Wellington live up to several
recommendations by the Truth & Reconciliation Commission
(TRC) to make room for everyone to take part in and live a good
life in our communities.
We recognize that things may feel really difficult right now. This
needs assessment is a first step in making community links across
difference. You may choose whatever address to share with us
including the organization where you are residing currently. The
survey will help us get a sense of needs beyond the numbers. It is a
snapshot of only one moment in time. Your answers are valuable to
us and will be guarded with the strictest confidence. Thank you
for your help in advance,

The Needs Assessment Team and the DCCRC Board.

Aboriginal - According to the Oxford dictionary Aboriginal is an adjective
for Indigenous people(s) which means inhabiting or existing in a land from
the earliest times or from before the arrival of colonists. Unfortunately the
latin prefix (AB) in other contexts does connote (away from, off, and out of)
Because this is a popular misunderstanding of the definition, the word is
falling out of favour in Indigenous communities as a positive or inclusive
description of Indigenous peoples collectively.The word is cited as a
definition of collective Indigenous legal identity in the 1982 Canadian
Constitution. It includes FNMI identified and recognized peoples.

Reservation/Reserve - In Canada, an Indian reserve is specified by
the Indian Act as a tract of land, It has been set apart by Her Majesty for the
use and benefit of a band. Reserve lands are often tied to treaty
relationships but not always.

Territory - Territory is often referred to the traditional land of various
Indigenous Nations. Often this land is under dispute with the crown from
either outstanding land claims that remain unresolved or through different
understandings of who historically and currently inhabit and occupy the
area. Some territories may be shared between various nations due to
various histories.

Unceded - Is land that has never been yielded or formally surrendered to
the Canadian State or the Crown of England.

Turtle Island - North America. The Americas were named after the
Italian explorer Amerigo Vespucci by the German cartographers Martin
Waldseemüller and Matthias Ringmann.[6] Vespucci, who explored South
America between 1497 and 1502. They were the first Europeans to suggest
that the Americas were not the East Indies, but a different landmass
previously unknown by Europeans.

Canada - The name of Canada has been in use since the founding of the
French colony of Canada in the 16th century. The name originates from a
Saint-Lawrence Iroquoian word kanata (or canada) for "settlement",
"village", or "land".

Dufferin Wellington & Waterloo Counties are historically known
as the territory of the Adirondon. During the beaver wars these people were
absorbed into Anishinaabeg Society & Haudensaune Society. These
counties are shared territory of Mississauga Anishinaabeg and Six Nations
and include the Haldimand Tract.
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Treaty - A formally concluded and ratified agreement between countries.
An agreement under international law entered into by mostly sovereign
states and international organizations. It is most often a formal agreement
between two or more states in reference to peace, alliance, commerce, or
other international relations. The Government of Canada and the courts
understand treaties between the Crown and Aboriginal people to be solemn
agreements that set out promises, obligations and benefits for both parties.
Starting in 1701, in what was to eventually become Canada, the British
Crown entered into treaties to encourage peaceful relations between First
Nations and non-Aboriginal people. Over the next several centuries, treaties
were signed to define, among other things, the respective rights of
Aboriginal people and governments to use and enjoy lands that Aboriginal
people traditionally occupied. Canada understands treaties with Aboriginal
people to include historic treaties made between 1701 and 1923. Canada
reframes the treaty process domestically and currently as comprehensive
land claim settlements. Several Indigenous peoples do not feel that Canada
has lived up to the spirit and intent of many of these agreements. Treaties
are not just explained in writing in English. Many treaties are explained
through the use of Wampum Diplomacy and what are known as Treaty
Belts. These are known for being about peace and friendship as well as
explaining how to share the land to everyone can prosper including the land
herself.

Over the years there have been a lot of changes in how
Indigenous peoples in Canada refer to ourselves and how
we desire to be addressed by people who are not
Indigenous. There are no right or wrong answers to this.
There are only preferences.
Depending upon your legal circumstances you may have
different preferences or needs.
Most importantly to us is that you are empowered to self
identify by how you currently understand yourself.
If you would like to be referred to in a particular way please
share this in the space provided in the survey.
To assist you in your choice we are providing history and
definitions of common terms used in our general region and
the context they are most often used. This list is not
definitive and we always welcome more knowledge
especially if you have another way to help us address you or
your family.
The definitions we are sharing with you will help us to
understand one another and speak a common language for
the purposes of this assessment. These definitions are not
necessarily reflective of our organizations acceptance of
agreement or disagreement with these terms
First Nation - Various Aboriginal Canadians who are neither Inuit nor

Two Row Wampum

Métis. There are currently 634 recognized First Nations governments or
bands spread across Canada, roughly half of which are in the provinces
of Ontario and British Columbia. Under the Employment Equity Act, First
Nations are a "designated group", First Nations are not defined as a
visible minority under the Act or by the criteria of Statistics
Canada.Within Canada, "First Nations" (most often used in the plural)
has come into general use—replacing the term "Indians"—for the
indigenous peoples of the Americas.
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Indian - Noun or adjective that describes Indigenous people(s) of the

Aboriginal Title - A common law doctrine that the land rights of

Americas.The term "Indian" originated with Christopher Columbus, who
thought he arrived in the East Indies. In Canada an Indigenous person is
considered an Indian legally if and when s/he is registered under
Canada’s “Indian Act.”

Non-status - Someone who descends from status Indians but who
does not qualify currently to register as a status Indian under Canada’s
Indian Act or from other Indigenous peoples who were never originally
registered under Canada’s Indian Act. Or members of a nation that have
relinquished status within a modern land claim agreement.

Status - An individual recognized by the federal government as being
registered under the Indian Act is known as a Registered Indian
(commonly referred to as a Status Indian).

Metis & metis - The Métis are a specific indigenous people of North
America, with their own culture and communities. the Métis initially
developed as the mixed-race descendants of early unions between First
Nations people and colonial-era European settlers (usually indigenous
women and settler men), within generations (particularly in central and
western Canada, but also in the Eastern parts of Canada), a distinct Métis
culture developed. Since the late 20th century, the Métis people have
been recognized by the government of Canada as one of the official
Aboriginal peoples, with formal recognition equal to that given to the Inuit
and First Nations peoples.

Inuit - Inuit are the third recognized Aboriginal people recognized
by Canadian law. the majority of whom inhabit the northern regions
of Canada.

Indigenous - The indigenous peoples of the Americas are the preColumbian peoples and their descendants. For the purposes of our
research we are focused specifically on Indigenous peoples who are
legally recognized as First Nation, Metis and Inuit within Canadian legal
boundaries but we are including other indigenous peoples from other
lands in our questions who may be New Canadians in this generation or
part of the settler population because we recognize that our relationships
inside our larger communities are far more complex because of Canadian
legal labels.

FNMI -First Nations, Metis and Inuit peoples collectively.

indigenous peoples to customary tenure persist after the assumption
of sovereignty under settler colonialism. The requirements of proof for
the recognition of aboriginal title, the content of aboriginal title, the
methods of extinguishing aboriginal title, and the availability of
compensation in the case of extinguishment vary significantly by
jurisdiction. Nearly all Canadian jurisdictions are in agreement that
aboriginal title is inalienable, except to the national government, and
that it may be held either individually or collectively.

Anishinaabeg - Anishinaabe (or Anishinabe, plural: Anishinaabeg)
is the autonym for a group of culturally-related indigenous peoples of
Canada and the United States that include the Mississauga, Odawa,
Ojibwe, Potawatomi, Oji-Cree, and Algonquin peoples.

Haudensaune - The Haudenosaunee, or “people of the
longhouse,” commonly referred to as Iroquois originally by the French
or often also known as Six Nations, are members of a confederacy of
Aboriginal nations known as the Haudenosaunee Confederacy. They
include the Mohawk, Cayuga, Onondoga, Onieda, Senecca and
Tuscorora.

Blood Quantum - Blood quantum are laws enacted in the United
States to define qualification by ancestry as Native American,
Sometimes in relation to tribal membership. These laws ignore Native
American practices of absorbing other peoples by adoption, beginning
with other Native Americans, and extending to children and young
adults of European and African ancestry. They also ignored tribal
cultural continuity after tribes had absorbed such adoptees and mixedrace children. Blood quantum can be used to disqualify people with
significant Indigenous ancestry from inclusion. The blood quantum
laws in the United states are not the same as the laws that define
Indian Act registration in Canada. Canada’s system of registration is a
paternal system. In 1985 there was an attempt to eliminate gender
discrimination in the Indian Act known as Bill C-31. Many women were
reinstated as Indians under the this bill. Yet the children of mixed
marriages were classified under section 6.2 of the act meaning they
could not pass status on to their children. This has been partially
rectified by Bill C-3 but there are still grandchildren of registered
Indians that are discriminated against due to loop-holes in registration
criteria and discrimination for unknown paternity. Prior to 1985 children
of registered Indian mothers were also registered if paternity was not
disclosed. Wives of registered Indians were also registered as Indians
regardless of race and their children were registered as well.

